Outer P-set, a new mathematic method of studying dynamic information, is a part of P-set theory. 
Introduction
Dynamic traits has been introduced (Shi Kai-quan, 2008) to the limited X-set in order to improve it and P-set, a new set with dynamic traits, has been put forward, which offers a new mathematic approach and module to dynamic information system research. P-set is made up of internal and outer sets and its conceptions, structure, characters and application have been detailed in references [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In Information system, early warning information is set as and X needs concealing in order to safely effectively deliver X information, where outer P-set theory and its attributes are applied to obtain X concealing data. In other word, supplements of set  are needed to form a new set F  in order to meet the F  reduction in X and form the concealing F X .The concealing information capacity is larger than the non-concealing one with its reduction dependant on concealing particle degree, the bigger the particle degree and the larger the concealing information capacity. According to the dynamic traits of outer P-set, constant supplements of new attributes to X 's  can be made and  generates 1,2, ,
X 's concealing set. To meet demands of maritime information safety, the required concealing information chosen from F n X concealing set is delivered from sender to the receiver. Information concealing-restore computing is needed to accomplish information recovery by the receiver when received. Concealing-restore computing is a converse one of concealing operation, whose technical theory will be detailed in this essay. In order to solve above problem of information concealing and restore in fishing-boat warning, such conceptions have been first put forward as principles of F -information concealing granulation degree, n-rank F -information concealing relationship, Finformation concealing generation, light concealing and concealing information recovery and definitions of outer-distance, concealing granulation degree, relative reasoning degree and light concealing deviation degree. The theory and approach to the safety of marine warning information sending and receiving have been then analyzed and illustrated with examples. Internal As knowledge preparation, P-set structure has been introduced in the as element transfers [1] [2] [3] .   is defined as the character set of () x and () F x is the generated outer P-set of X , in short, () F x is outer P-set, and 
Definition 2.2 Given Limited
meets Expression 3 as:
Proposition2. Character set serial 1,2, ,
 meets Expression 4 as: 
F -Information Generation and Relation Principle
xU  is defined as a F -information set of () x and satisfied by
So () F x has a limited character set F  and is satisfied by Expression 7.
Where 0 (2), (7), (8) and Proposition 1, 2, character set serial { | 1, 
can be obtained satisfying 11 . From expressions of (5), (6), (7), () F x can be inferred to be generated by the deleted information unit and, from expression, () F x can be inferred to be () x 's F -concealing information. 
x is a concealing of () x with () x embedded in () F x . Proof According to Expression 9,
is a concealing one of is a threshold value about information concealing.
Applications of Theory
The data of this section is acquired from typhoon warning system(Notes: the data in application has been abstracted.). Given According to Expressions 1-9, data of Figure 2 can be generated by that of table 1. According to principle 4 and relative definitions, information in Figure 1 is included in Figure 1 , that is, () F x embedded in () x . From Principle 1, Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2, the conceptions as concealing granulation degree, concealing deviation degree and concealing outer distance can be used to judge information concealing degree and their values can be set in accordance with applications. Concealing operations on k -rank Finformation can be repeatedly made until the required concealing information has been generated. According to Principle 5 and 2, concealing information ( x , According to the information concealing criterion in this paper.
Conclusion
Such conceptions, based on the outer P-set theory, have been put forward as principles of F -information concealing granulation degree, F -information concealing relationship, F -information concealing generation, concealing and concealing information recovery
